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THE

DRICLAD
STORY

Like backyard cricket, and a BBQ
with friends, a dip in a DRICLAD pool
has been part of the great Aussie
Summer for generations. For over 50
years Driclad pools have become the
centerpiece in the backyard of over
200,000 Australian homes.
DRICLAD Pools are now more popular
than ever as families realise they can
enjoy all the fun of a pool without
spending tens of thousands of dollars
on a fibreglass or concrete in-ground
pool. The latest Driclad Pool combined
with decking and landscaping can
create resort style pools at a fraction of
the cost, in days rather than weeks.
Driclad Pools are proudly made using
only the highest quality materials. In
particular, our Noosa Reef pools are
constructed with features not seen in
any other resin pool in Australia.

DRICLAD

Noosa Reef
Available in round & oval

Salt Water or Fresh Water Pools

Designed for use with low maintenance saltwater chlorinators, our Noosa Reef range features the
highest standard resin framework components, decks and rails to resist corrosion, as well as interlocking
parts for quick and easy assembly.

25 YEAR

MANUFACTURER
WARRANTY

Noosa Reef can be built above, partially or fully
inground to suit a variety of backyards

Noosa Reef features and benefits

EZ-LOCK LOCKING SYSTEM
• Joiner plates slide in quickly and
effortlessly due to advanced
engineering design.
• Airtight after proper adjustment
• No screws required
• Parts assemble for perfect cohesion

WALL TRACKING SYSTEM
• Designed for less warping under
weight due to the innovative
underdeck wall locking system.
• Modular assemble for an exact fit
• Eliminates water overspill between
the wall and deck, creating perfect
water containment.

BASE CROWN
• A double-lock system around the
base of the uprights provides
increased strength and solidity.
• This system adds double protection
keeping the joiner plates fixed and
firmed.

BOTTOM WALL CHANNEL
• Smooth, undulated shape increases
pool strength
• Rust-proof rail and built – in drainage
slot prevents wall corrosion.

DRICLAD

Shoal Bay
Available in round & oval

Salt Water or Fresh Water Pools

Designed and manufactured in Australia, the Shoal Bay displays sleek new resin components and
provides a contemporary look for your backyard oasis. Designed for use with salt chlorinators if desired,
the Shoal Bay is Driclad's latest pool release which will bring joy all year round.

20 YEAR

MANUFACTURER
WARRANTY

Shoal Bay can be built above, partially or fully
inground to suit a variety of backyards

Shoal Bay features and benefits

CONNECTER PLATES
• Connector plates made out of
Australian Stainless Steel.
• Stainless steel reduces corrosion and
chemical damage.
• Stronger to avoid breakages.

DECKS & VERTICALS
• Our decks offer extra rigidity due to
the double layered design.

BOTTOM RAIL
• Australian made bottom rail is 100%
resin and prevents rust at the base of
the pool.
• The curved design in the bottom rail
supports the wall shape.

LINERS

Our liners are strong, durable and made with high quality pigments. They are specifically formulated with
0.50mm virgin materials to be UV inhibitors and withstand our harsh weather conditions. Our standard liners
are part of the package, but you have the option to upgrade to printed liners.
Standard Liners

Light Blue

Dark Blue

Optional upgrades

Pebble Reef

Coral Sand

LADDERS

Pacific Marble

Aqua Marble

Maui

Optional upgrades

Our ladders come in a variety of sizes and shapes
to suit your lifestyle. They are UV resistant and are
ergonomically designed for the ease of coming in
and out of the pool. Our standard ladders are part
of the package, but you can also choose one of
the upgrade options for a classic look.
Standard Ladders
Festiva Ladder

Wedding Cake Ladder

Swim Out Seat

'A' Frame Ladder

Deck Ladder

This is a new unique feature creating a full pool width
gradual step down into the pool at either end of the
pool. These are great for children enabling them to get
accustomed to the pool in shallower depths, or anyone
else just wanting to lean back on the steps and cool off
after a long hot day!

WHAT THEY’RE

SAYING
ABOUT DRICLAD

As an installer of above ground
swimming pools around Northern
Victoria and Southern NSW for the
past 15 years, I’ve installed every
brand of above ground pool on the
market, both locally and overseas
manufactured.
I believe Driclad have got it right with
their Noosa Reef Resin salt water
above ground swimming pool.
There are no metal screws, post
plates or rails that will rust. Solid
construction of their moulded resin
posts, top decks and the nut and
thread system makes a Driclad pool
structurally sound and aesthetically
pleasing.
This system also makes installation
an absolute breeze; that’s why when
I opened my store 3 years ago, I
insisted on selling Driclad Pools.’
Brendan Bruhn, Managing Director
Swim Inn Pool Shop
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We purchased our Driclad pool in
1986 when our children were 2, 5 and
7. When they became teenagers, their
friends would always come over to
enjoy the pool. It was fantastic as we
always knew where they were.
Now, 27 years later, that same pool
entertains our 7 grandchildren who
visit us weekly in summer. As a family,
it was the best purchase we ever
made.
Christine and Bruce Hamilton

We'd like to thank you for selling us
a great pool. We’ve made it our little
oasis, enjoying this great centerpiece
that’s right off our back patio. Sitting
or just relaxing while enjoying the
view; and the kids love it just as much
as we do.
We love entertaining friends and
family outdoors and our Driclad
Pool certainly makes it the perfect
surrounds…. We've had a lot of
friends complimenting us on what
we’ve done, often amazed that it’s a
liner pool - only wishing they can do
the same when they purchase their
Driclad Pool.
Leigh and Fiona Davis

